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After you take a bath, all the dirty water goes down the drain to feed the bath monster. Jackson loves everything about getting dirty, like playing in mud, climbing trees, and rolling down hills. His mother tells him that he has to take a bath or the Bath Monster, whose second favorite food is dirty bath water, will get him. Jackson decides that he doesn’t believe in the Bath Monster so he won’t take any more baths, but the Bath Monster still believes in Jackson. When he doesn’t get his nightly meal, the Bath Monster has to go find a way to get his first favorite food instead.

This book is an amusing approach to why children should take baths that does not include germs or the practical aspects of being dirty. The illustrations have a lot of brown in them, emphasizing the dirtiness of Jackson and some of his favorite activities. The Bath Monster is illustrated in a way that he looks scary, but also cute enough that he is unlikely to scare young readers. Some parents might not like that Jackson in the end chooses not to have a bath and go get more messy, but others will enjoy the whimsical nature of the book.